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Recommendations
1. That the State Government endorse the principle of portable long service leave (LSL) and
implements it in four or five key areas as a first step towards a more universal state-wide
portable long service leave scheme.
2. That a portable LSL scheme be established to cover all health workers across the health
industry (broadly defined), including public and private acute health, public and private
aged care and the community sector.
3. That the funding for the scheme be, in whole or in part, provided by the employers of
nurses and other health workers in these sectors and that, in respect of the public sector,
this funding can be largely met by diversion of existing funding.
4. That because the existing LSL model within the public sector already provides for partial
portability (based on an existing uniform long service leave standard applying in 97% of
the health industry), the State Government has an opportunity to provide a large-scale
and best practice example of portable LSL which will act as a model for further portable
LSL fund development at both a state and national level.
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

The Australian Nursing and Midwifery Federation (Victorian Branch), or ANMF (Vic Branch),
welcomes the opportunity to make this submission to the Economics, Education, Jobs and
Skills Committee Inquiry into Portability of Long Service Leave (LSL) Entitlements in Victoria.

1.2.

We note the 2014 paper by the McKell Institute (in conjunction with Macquarie University and
the Centre for Workforce Futures), The Case for a National Portable Long Service Leave
Scheme in Australia1 and commend it to the Committee. That paper sets out the history of LSL
in Australia, the reasons why changing work and employment patterns should lead to a new
approach to LSL accrual and portability, the background to current portable schemes and the
administrative and actuarial options for future portable long service leave schemes. It is a
comprehensive paper which provides cogent, credible arguments and design options in
relation to portable LSL.

1.3.

The ANMF believes that long service is a valuable and valued entitlement. However, since the
inception of LSL in the nineteenth century the circumstances of work and society have
changed immeasurably. Work has changed dramatically (both in its complexity and intensity),
work is less secure, changes of employment (and employer) are more frequent and workers
are more often required to reskill in order to obtain and retain employment. In 2012 the
Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) produced Lives on Hold: the report of the
Independent Inquiry into Insecure Work in Australia, an inquiry chaired by former Deputy
Prime Minister, The Hon. Brian Howe. That report revealed that almost 4 million workers or
40% of the Australian workforce are locked in insecure work, namely casual work, short-term
contracts, labour hire or as ‘independent’ contractors. The report called for a range of
reforms, including portable entitlements schemes and training credits over a working lifetime.

1.4.

Demographically, women are now as likely to work as men, and with an aging population
there is an increasing focus on caring for older relatives as well as child raising (both of these
responsibilities fall disproportionately to women at different stages of their working lives, and
in terms of older relatives, disproportionately to those with nursing qualifications within
families). Indeed, with an aging workforce and governments increasingly under revenue
pressure, all workers, including nurses and midwives, are going to be increasingly required to
work beyond the age of 60 or even 65 years of age.

1.5.

All of these factors make access to long service leave even more important today – whether to
give workers a break to re-train, to give them some added income while searching for new
jobs, to recharge in the middle of a long working life or to enable them to provide respite or
nursing care for loved ones at crucial times.

1.6.

The fact is that employment today is not necessarily secure and lineal i.e. one or two
employers over a working life. The end result is that fewer workers are receiving long service

1

The Case for a National Portable Long Service Leave Scheme in Australia, The McKell Institute, 2014, (with Macquarie
University and the Centre for Workplace Futures), authored by Professor Ray Markey and eight others.
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leave in their lifetime because of these changes, at the very time that increasing numbers of
workers need that break or support (which can’t be managed by other forms of leave). This
inevitably means that the old ways of envisaging work entitlements are not as relevant as they
once were. As a society we need to refashion these entitlements to meet the needs of a more
dynamic, mobile workforce.
1.7.

The ANMF is particularly concerned for many vulnerable workers, including those forced to be
‘sub-contractors’, who may be working in the same location for many years but for a range of
principal contractors who win the contract for that work every few years. Because these
workers work for different employers they don’t qualify for long service leave. This is not only
common in areas like cleaning and security but also in areas such as research and community
service. The revolving door of competitive contracting means that employees work for short
to medium stints with one service provider and are then either working for a new provider
who wins the competitive tender or for a new service altogether if that activity is defunded
completely. Indeed, this is becoming more common in nursing as many services, especially at
the community level, are the subject of competitive tendering. For example, the committee
will note the recent demise of Medicare Locals and the proposed contracting out of all
services within 12 months by the new Primary Health Networks or services targeted for bursts
of activity which are then defunded (e.g. Health Promotion funding for community health
centres or the Mental Health Nurse Incentive Program).

1.8.

Industrial relations academic Dr John Buchanan in his Australia at work: just managing?
(1999) and his co-authored Fragmented Futures: New Challenges in Working Life (Federation
Press 2003), has discussed at length the demise of ‘Harvester Man’ and the implications of the
challenges facing modern workers in a neo-liberal economy. ‘Harvester Man’ refers to the
concept of a male breadwinner in a nuclear family, working in a permanent, full-time job and
earning a ‘fair and reasonable’ wage which supports a family to live in ‘frugal comfort’ (a
concept constructed by High Court Justice Higgins in the ground breaking Harvester
judgement or Ex parte HV McKay Harvester Case2). Fifteen years ago Dr Buchanan posited that
to meet the challenges of the new world of work we need new ways of addressing work and
working time fragmentation in order to reduce rising inequality. This includes enabling
workers to accrue and access leave entitlements and access to training over a working life
rather than by reference to service with each individual employer.

1.9.

This inquiry addresses one important aspect of this dilemma; specifically, how to make LSL
meaningful and valuable for both employers and workers in a world much changed from the
one in which LSL was introduced (to enable civil servants to make the long sea voyage back to
Britain for rest and recreation).

1.10. The ANMF (Vic Branch) supports the concept of portability of entitlements over a working life
and the idea of a national LSL scheme contained within the McKell paper. Of course, we would
like to see a universal, portable long service scheme established nationally. However, we
believe that in the current context that there are insurmountable hurdles to establishing a
2
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national scheme or even a universal state based scheme, not least of which are the different
LSL standards, differing employment and contracting arrangements within industries, different
levy arrangements etc. Already, Victoria lags behind in only having a portable building and
construction industry LSL scheme. As a practical first step, we support the establishment of
several industry or occupationally based portable LSL schemes in Victoria based on priority
areas. We note the submission of the Victorian Trades Hall Council and support the initial
establishment of specific portable LSL schemes in targeted occupations or industries.

2. Background and Nursing and Midwifery Statistics
2.1.

ANMF (Vic Branch) has approximately 73,000 members. As well as Registered Nurses (3 or 4
year degree or Masters) and Enrolled Nurses (18 month/2 year Diploma), the ANMF
represents Assistants in Nursing and Personal Care Workers in industries such as residential
and community aged care. Our members are employed in all sectors of the health and related
industries, including public and private acute hospital sectors, public and private aged care,
mental health, district nursing, pathology, prisons, local government, schools and day surgery,
community health and medical centres. Of our 73,000 members, 68,392 are ‘working
members’ (as opposed to non-working students or out of industry/ associate members) and
91.7% are women (8.3% are obviously men). A little over 65,000 of our members are either
Registered Nurses or Midwives or Enrolled Nurses, with about 40,000 employed in the public
sector. Around 3,000 are Assistants in Nursing or Personal Care Workers, mostly in private
aged care.

2.2.

As at the end of June 2015 there were 97,100 nurses and midwives registered in Victoria with
the Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia3, comprising:





19,834 Enrolled Nurses only
65,496 Registered Nurses only
2,038 who are both Registered and Enrolled Nurses
7,804 who are both Midwives and Registered Nurses

This is about 26.3% of the national total or registered nurses and midwives (368,087). In
addition there are 814 nurses and midwives registered who are not currently practicing.
2.3.

3

4

In relation to where these nurses work there is a regular survey of registrants conducted by
AHPRA which feeds into the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) annual Nursing
and Midwifery Workforce Labour Force data sets.4 The last available data (2013, published
2014) shows that as at 2013 nurses and midwives were employed as follows:

Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA) via their website either through www.aphpra.gov.au or
direct link at http://www.nursingmidwiferyboard.gov.au/About/Statistics.aspx which provides Nurse and Midwife
Registrant data for March 20915 (published May 2015).

Australian Institute of health and Welfare 2013 National Nursing and Midwifery Workforce data sets at
www.aihw.gov.au/workforce/nursing-and-midwifery/additional/
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Workforce status/Principal role of main job

Vic

In the nursing and midwifery workforce

86,340

Employed in nursing or midwifery

80,070

Clinician

71,690

Administration

3,783

Teacher/educator

2,840

Researcher

807

Other

950

On extended leave

4,121

Looking for work in nursing or midwifery

2,149

Employed elsewhere
Not employed

784
1,365

In terms of which sectors of the health industry these nurses and midwives are employed in
the AIHW material (Tables 9 and 10, overview tables) shows that nationally approximately
62% of nurses and midwives are employed in a hospital or out-patients setting, 12.5% of
nurses are employed in residential aged care facilities, 7.8% are employed in community
health care services and 5.7% in GP and other private practices. The other approximately 10%
work in a wide range of roles ranging from public and private correctional facilities, defence
bases, aboriginal health, schools and construction and manufacturing sites. The published
material is not disaggregated by state/territory, nor does it specify how many nurses and
midwives work in more than one role or in more than one sector of the health industry.
2.4.

In terms of the public/private split, for registered nurses nationally it is about 64% working in
the public sector and 36% in the private sector. For Enrolled Nurses the split is far more even,
with around 52.5% of ENs working in the public sector and 47.5% in the private sector. There
is no reason to believe that these national figures are not reflective of Victoria as well.5

2.5.

Another way of expressing the work or specialty areas by FTE per 100,000 population for main
job, noting that a number of the areas below Aged Care in the following table are employed in
hospital settings, is shown in the AIHW surveys as follows:

5

AIHW, National Health Workforce data Set 2013, Tables 14 (Registered Nurses) and 15 (Enrolled Nurses)
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Figure 1: Employed nurses and midwives in Australia: principal area of main job, FTE rate,
2013

2.6.

Our own membership data reveals that in the main employment areas of our membership,
covering 65,990 of our 68,000 plus working members, a little over 10% of members in most
health settings work in at least one secondary workplace in addition to their primary
workplace. A small number of members work in more than two workplaces but this has not
captured in the following table:

Primary Workplace

Total
secondary
workplace

Secondary Workplace
Total

Private

Public

% with
secondary
workplace

ARCBS/RDNS

PUBLIC

39492

1809

2242

43

4094

10.37

- Acute

32082

1517

1795

38

3350

10.44

- Aged Care

4347

168

253

0

421

9.68

- Mental Health

1824

78

71

1

150

8.22

758

28

83

2

113

14.91

- Community Health
- Other (Pathology/Day
Surgery/Prison/Visiting
etc)
PRIVATE & NFP
- Acute
- Aged Care

481

18

40

2

25349

1507

1070

14

2591

10.22

8721

440

534

8

982

11.26

10420

925

387

3

1315

12.62

8
- Other
(Pathology/GP/Mental
Health/Prison/Agency
etc)

6208

142

149

3

ARCBS/RDNS

1149

47

66

0

113

9.83

- ARCBS

240

15

21

0

36

15.00

- RDNS

909

32

45

0

77

8.47

The main issue to note is that around 1 in 10 nurses work at more than one workplace and in
about half these cases or around 4-5% of the total workforce they would work across more
than one sector i.e. public sector nurse also working in the private sector or vice versa.
2.7.

According to AIHW figures in 2013 only 10.4% of the 269,029 nurses and midwives employed
in Australia are male (Victoria 9.7%), although the proportion of males in the nursing and
midwifery workforce has grown slowly but steadily over the last decade from 8.6% in 2003
(Victoria 8.1%) and 9.6% in 2009 (Victoria 9.1%). As seen from these figures, historically
Victoria has had a slightly lower male nursing and midwifery workforce than the national
average and certainly lower as a proportion of the workforce than NSW and Queensland.

2.8.

The nursing workforce is by far the largest single profession within the health workforce. In
terms of health professions as registered with AHPRA, nurses constitute approximately 60%
according to the 2013 AIHW National Health Workforce Data Set. In 2013, there were 591,503
people registered as health practitioners. 59% (344,190) were nurses or midwives - more
than 3 times the size of the next largest group, medical practitioners (95,000, but many of
these would be self-employed).

2.9.

It should also be noted that in all other states and territories, all nurses and midwives in the
public sector are employees of the State Government or “the Crown”, rather than as
employees of separate legal entities as is the case in Victoria. For example, in South Australia
each nurse and midwife is deemed under the Health Care Act 2008 (s. 34) to be an employee
of the Crown, even though employed by separate health authorities or hospital boards.
Because of this common employment platform, portability in those states/territories, at least
across the public sector, is not such an issue as it is in Victoria.

2. Summary of ANMF (Vic Branch) Position
2.1

ANMF (Vic Branch) strongly supports the concept of portable long service leave through a
specifically designed health industry portable LSL scheme.

2.2

While the nursing profession and the Victorian public health industry has historically enjoyed a
hybrid form of long service leave portability, this could be improved significantly. The current
scheme does not provide portability of the actual entitlement for nurses and midwives in mid
and late careers. Nor does it enable nurses and midwives to move easily between jobs in the
public, not for profit and private sectors.

2.3

We support improved portability of long service leave for a range of reasons including that:
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Nurses and midwives are employed in the nursing/health industries for all of their working
lives in most cases. It makes sense that long service leave is based on service to the industry,
not service to a particular employer;



The common funding source of most health providers is either State of Commonwealth
funding (and health insurance in the private sector) and it would be relatively easy
administratively to establish provided there was sufficient seed funding;



It is desirable to ensure that there are minimal barriers to mobility for nurses and midwives
both within the public sector and between the public sector and the private sectors
(including both the for-profit and not-for-profit health and aged care providers). Lack of
portability of LSL creates an artificial barrier which acts as a disincentive to move and
potential discrimination when nurses do move employment;



A significant minority of nurses and midwives are employed in two or more jobs – about 10%
to 15% of our membership;



Lack of portability affects the ability for nurses and midwives to take career breaks,
especially to re-skill and up-skill which is becoming increasingly important in the health
industry, and



The lack of true portability disadvantages for women in particular, especially those who take
a short career break a) beyond paid and unpaid parental leave provided under industrial
instruments, to be the primary carer for a child or children or b) increasingly, to look after
aging parents.

2.4

The exact scope of the scheme would be the subject to further consultation. However, in
broad terms it would include all nurses and midwives in the health industry (broadly defined).
This would include the public and private hospital or acute sectors, public and private aged
care (including not for profit providers and in-home care providers), community health
centres, bush nursing centres, day procedure centres, nursing agencies, Australian Red Cross
Blood Service and the Royal District Nursing Service. Arguably, it would also cover medical
centres and pathology services, although historically these areas have had different LSL
standards than those which apply in the public and private health industry as defined above.
Through consultation it might also cover other areas of the health industry, such as ambulance
services where the LSL standards are already similar.

2.5

However, the proposed scheme would not cover nurses employed in other industries outside
of the health industry e.g. as academic staff in TAFE or tertiary education, as school nurses
employed by the Crown, as maternal and child health nurses in local government, as
occupational health nurses in manufacturing or nurse policy advisers in government
departments or agencies. In each of these cases they will be a small minority of the workforce
and will be subject to the standards prevailing in those industries.

10
2.6

Subject to further discussion the scope of the proposed scheme could also include all other
employed health professionals and support staff, the Ambulance Service and other parts of
the mainstream health industry, especially where they have the same LSL standard (26 weeks
leave after six months).

2.7

The design model preferred by the ANMF is the defined benefit fund model as outlined as
Option B in the McKell report (referred to above and as set out in Attachment 1) and which is
the foundation of the existing portable LSL schemes. This option is preferable to either their
Option A (Approved Deposit Fund model) or Option C (Accumulation model). The governance
arrangement would be a statutory body or company (in the Co-Invest model) with a
representative Board (involving both public and private sector employers and unions,
including the ANMF).

2.8

The establishment of such a portable fund under legislation at the state level would require
variation of enterprise agreements within Commonwealth jurisdiction to ensure compatibility
between the legislation and the industrial instrument; i.e. to ensure that the provisions of the
enterprise agreements were not taken to ‘cover the field’ to the extent of any inconsistency
with state law (the s. 109 of the Constitution issue). We prefer that course to terminating the
enterprise agreement clause and relying only on the state legislation for dispute resolution
and enforcement.

3. History of LSL for Nurses and Midwives in Victoria
3.1

It is now apocryphal that long service leave developed in the 19th century within the public
service, first in Victorian and South Australia in the 1860s as a furlough (stemming from the
Dutch work verlof, meaning leave). It was designed to give senior public servants time to make
the long trip home to the UK to see family and friends. This remained a public service
condition for almost a century but in 1951 the NSW Industrial Commission introduced paid
sick leave and paid long service leave. State long service leave legislation followed across the
Commonwealth in the 1950s, whether as separate legislation or, as in Victoria, as part of
Factories and Shops or Labor and Industry Acts.

3.2

In the late 1940s, at the time that LSL was moving from being a public service condition only
to having universal application, it appears for the first time in the Registered Nurses Award
issued as a Determination of the Nurses Wages Board. The provisions in the “State Award”
from late 1949 provided for employer based service of 25 years for males and 20 years for
females.6 By January 1951 the criteria to access LSL had reduced to 20 years of service for all
employees7. By November 1952 there was again a differential with all males receiving LSL
after 20 years and females after 15 years.8 One assumes that this differential was recognition
of the increased difficulty women faced in achieving long service with one employer,
particularly prior to an entitlement for Maternity Leave.

6

Victoria Gazette No. 1114 – December 13, 1949, p.6993
Victoria Gazette No. 1 – January 3, 1951, p.3
8
Victoria Gazette No. 977 – November 21, 1952, p.6641
7
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3.3

There was no substantive change to the LSL provision in the Award until 19689 when the first
limited portability of service is introduced in the Determinations of the Hospital and/or
Registered Nurses Wages Boards and the period of service to qualify for LSL became 15 years
for all nurses, irrespective of gender. The formulation in relation to the portability of service
(which is still the basis of enterprise agreement clauses in the public sector, RDNS and other
enterprise agreements) provided that an employee who is and has been in the service of one
or more of the Institutions registered under the Hospitals and Charities Act [and various other
publicly funded Boards and Associations] for “an aggregate” of the 15 years, qualified for LSL.
This aggregate service with multiple employers could be taken back to 1 January 1958, but
before this date service only counted if you continued to be employed with the same
employer. In other words, there was a transition arrangement in which only some past
service in the industry with multiple employers was recognized (about 10 years) while all
service with one employer continued to be recognized back beyond 1958. Sub-clause 9(f)
provided further that “notwithstanding anything contained in clause 9 no employee
transferring from one institution to another shall be entitled to be credited at the date of any
such transfer with service aggregating more than 15 years.” Further, any service with any
institution, benevolent society or board of less than six months was not counted towards the
aggregate and any absence of less than 5 weeks (not counting leave paid on termination)
between employers was deemed not to have broken service. Both of these latter provisions
still form part of the current LSL clause (albeit that the allowable absence of 5 weeks plus
accrued leave, while still applying to sick leave portability, is now a more straightforward 13
weeks in relation to LSL).

3.4

The next major iteration of LSL was in 1978-80 when a more expansive clause detailing the
kinds of interruption that would not break continuous service (some of which would also be
counted as service) was inserted in 197810. In late 1979 or early 198011 a clause most closely
matching the current LSL provisions in the 1992 and 2000 Federal Awards and subsequent
nurse’s enterprise agreements appears. That clause finally eliminated the cap on service (15
years) which was able to be transferred when moving from employer to employer. As well as
ensuring that all service in the public sector could be transferred to a new employer in the
public sector, it also initiated the ability for those who had at least 10 years but not 15 years of
service to elect not to be paid out for that service when they resigned or were terminated
from one employment and found a job with a new public employer within the allowable
period of absence (5 weeks plus paid leave entitlements – now 13 weeks in total). So both
past service with other public sector health employers as well as the liability for any payment
that should have been made at the end of employment (where that occurred between 10 and
15 years of service) was the responsibility of the new employer. The 1980 Determination is
attached as Attachment 2 (separately attached).

3.5

As you can see there was a gradual development of the LSL provisions over a 35 year period –
with most of the change occurring in three short bursts in the late 1940’s/early 1950s, 1968

9

Determination No. 1 of 1968 Department of Labour Victoria, Determination of the Hospital Nurses Board
operating from 6 March 1968
10
See Determination of the Registered Nurses Board No 1 of 1978
11
See Determination of the Registered Nurses Board No 1 of 1980
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and 1979/80. The provision underwent changes appropriate to the context, especially the
introduction of portability of service to compensate for the fact that nurses were working in a
common enterprise (the public health system) for different legal employers when in other
states (such as NSW and Queensland) they would all be, and still are, employees of the Crown
and entitled to LSL based on that service, regardless of what hospital they actually worked for.

4. Current LSL framework for Nurses and Midwives
4.1

After the election of the Kennett Government in 1992, and the making of federal awards in
1992/3 as result of the abolition of the state award system, new federal awards were made in
the face of some opposition from the then state government. These new awards contained
the LSL provisions as contained in the previous state award. There were two iterations of the
Nurses (Victorian Health Services) Award – the first in 1992 and a later revised version in 2000.
The LSL clause in both federal versions of the award was the same and, for all intents and
purposes, the same as the provisions as those that evolved in the late 1970s in the state
jurisdiction. The modern Nurses Award (MA000034) replaced the Nurses (Victorian Health
Services Award) 2000 to the extent that it dealt with constitutional corporations in 2010. The
Nurses (VHS) Award 2000 continued as a State Reference Public Sector Transitional Award
(SRPSTA) beyond 2010 to the extent that it applied to public sector employers who were not
constitutional corporations. The SRPSTA was replaced in June 2015 with a State Reference
Public Sector Modern Award, the Nurses and Midwives State Reference Public Sector Award
2015 (MA000125). Neither modern award contains long service leave, as a modern award is
prohibited from doing so by the provisions of the Fair Work Act. Instead the National
Employment Standards say at s. 113 that the LSL standards for an employee are those in the
applicable pre –reform award (which constitutes their ‘award derived entitlement’). Where
there is no award provision applying to an employee then the relevant state legislation is not
excluded.

4.2

The nurses public sector enterprise enterprise agreement covers nurses employed at
approximately 90 public hospitals and/or health networks, around 50 community health
centres and several aged care facilities that are funded through the Victorian public health
system but which now have separate boards . The current enterprise agreement provision is
attached as Attachment 3 (clause 21).12 We don’t know, and have been told by departmental
officials that even the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) doesn’t know, what
proportion of nurses take LSL during their working life (in whole or in part) compared to those
who save it and cash it in on retirement. This is because individual hospitals and health
networks don’t report that data to the DHHS.

4.3

Portability of service, and the ability to elect not to be paid out between 10 and 15 years if
transferring employers, continues today as the industrial standard for nurse, midwives and
other health workers and across the public health system. It also applies to Royal District
Nursing Service and Australian Red Cross Blood Service currently when staff transfer in or out
to another public Institution or Statutory Body. Private and not-for-profit hospital and aged

12

Nurses and Midwives (Victorian Public Sector)(Single Interest Employers) Enterprise Agreement 2012-2016
(AE895073), clause 21.
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care providers as well as other non-public health providers are not covered by the portability
provisions, although the other provisions of the clause including quantum apply in all other
respects. The only areas of nursing that are not covered by the standard health industry LSL
clause are medical centres and clinics, pathology, school nurses, maternal and child health
nurses in local government and nurses in other industries such as manufacturing or food
processing. In each case they are covered by the standards of that industry. However, these
represent a very small fraction of nurses in Victoria – only around 3% of registered nurses.
4.4

The mechanism contained in the nurses’ enterprise agreement is replicated in agreements
across the public health sector related to health professionals and health support staff. The
same clause (in which the portability mechanism clearly has no work to do because the
employer does not fit the definition of an Institution or Statutory Body) is also replicated in
private acute sector and private/not-for profit aged care sector, which are the other two
largest employers of nurses and support staff outside the public sector.

4.5

In the mental health enterprise agreement which covers about 5000 employees, including
around 2000 nurses, while the provisions are largely the same as the public sector enterprise
agreement there are two main differences. The first is that where an employee leaves a public
sector mental health employer to take up employment with another public sector employer,
the first employer must actually make a payment of the liability to the second employer (as
opposed to the new employer simply assuming the liability). This is designed to address the
potential discrimination issue where an employer is reluctant to employ a prospective
employee because of the LSL liability they bring with them. The second difference is that
where employees want to transition to retirement and reduce hours there is a provision that
allows agreement between the employee and employer to preserve LSL accrued to that point
in hours, so that the employee isn’t disadvantaged by the late career reduction in working
hours. In the public sector health system the accrual is in weeks and payment is based on the
number of hours worked by the employee at the time they take the leave or have it cashed
out.13

4.6

Within the public sector broadly nurses can leave one employer and, when they transfer to a
new employer within the allowable period of absence of 13 weeks, they will:

13



have their service with the previous public sector employer/s recognized i.e. their
service does not start from zero with the new employer. If they have eight years’ service
with their previous employers they could take LSL after two years with the new
employer for example; and



be able to elect, if they have between 10 and 15 years of service, not to have that pro
rata entitlement which would normally be paid on resignation actually paid out. In this
case the new employer assumes the liability. In some cases this will be accepted by
some employers in relation to service of more than 15 years.

Clauses 27.9 and 27.10 of the Victorian Public metal Health Services Enterprise Agreement 2012-2016
(AE890577)
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4.7

How does this latter transfer of liability for accrued LSL entitlement work? Effectively, the
movement of staff between employers, both in terms of transfer of service and transfer of
actual accrued LSL liabilities, is regarded as balancing out between the public sector agencies.
In other words, it is assumed that there will be as many people transferring in as there are
transferring out of each hospital/network in any year. The Department of Health provides all
public sector hospitals and health networks 2.8% of the wages component in supplementary
funding to convert long service leave entitlements into cash in any year. This amount was
increased in about 2008/9 from the 1.8% which had been in existence when case-mix and
output funding was first introduced in the 1990s. While there are no written guidelines, it is
evidently expected that some or all of this amount will be invested so that the additional
interest will help defray any additional costs or surges in entitlement conversion to cash in a
particular year. Importantly not all public health employers receive this, community health
centres for example.

4.8

It is our understanding that if a hospital or health networks has a significant imbalance in any
particular year then they can apply for top-up funding to correct the deficit. We are told that
this happens rarely (perhaps once or twice a year at most) as any detrimental effect on a
hospital or health service budget needs to be clearly and directly linked to extraordinary LSL
payouts where this is said to be the reason for any budget shortfall.

4.9

The hospital circular outlining how hospitals are to account for LSL liabilities against this
provision is attached at Attachment 4. It should be noted that while the enterprise agreement
at clause 21.5(b)(ii) says that that only an employee with between 10 and less than 15 years
of service (and therefore pro rata LSL entitlement is due on resignation or termination) can
elect to not be paid out and have the new employer assume this liability, the hospital circular
does not appear to contain this limitation and simply says:
Where employees transfer between applicable agencies their entitlements will transfer
with them. However the agency from which the employee is transferring is not required
to pay the new agency the entitlement that would have been otherwise paid to the
employee.
Any increase or decrease in LSL provisions due to transfer of staff will be reflected in the
net movement of LSL provisions of each agency and therefore will give rise to a
corresponding increase or decrease in DH debtor balance which will enable a claim for
cash settlement if and when required.

4.10 There is then a simple portability mechanism for employees when moving between public
sector employers and a method by which the employers account for and can recover against
abnormal movements in any year.

5.
5.1

Reasons why the current situation should be improved
There is a view that the current system is not broken and doesn’t need to be fixed. To some
degree this is true and certainly workers in the public health sector are in a far better position
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than workers in many other industries. However, while this may be true for service within and
between public sector entities, there are numerous difficulties facing nurses, especially those
with more than 15 years of service and those either outside or on the edges of the public
sector.
5.2

First, the ability under agreements to only transfer liability within the public sector where a
nurse has more than 10 and less than 15 years of service acts as a barrier to movement for the
overwhelming majority of nurses with more than 15 years of service. While some new
employers will assume this liability where it is in excess of 15 years (and the hospital circular
05/13 doesn’t seem to prohibit this) it is not a clear right for employees. Most nurses don’t
want to have their LSL paid out if they move employers. Apart from the obvious tax
implications, they want to use their LSL at a time convenient to them or to use it near or at
retirement.14 To have it paid out when they are attempting to move jobs must act as a barrier
and, anecdotally, we understand that it makes nurses more reluctant to take up new
opportunities.

5.3

It would also be reasonable to assume that if an employer is presented with multiple
candidates for a position, the one with the unfunded LSL liability may be discriminated against
on that basis.

5.4

The ANMF is also aware that the impact of the unfunded portability program is not the
‘swings and roundabouts’ presented by the DHHS. Smaller health services are more likely to
have nurses and midwives on higher classifications than larger regional and metropolitan
health services, as a proportion of their nursing workforce. This results in, for example, a nurse
with 10 years’ service at Grade 2 transferring to a new employer where they may be classified
at Grade 3, and the new employer is forced to cover the retrospective aspect of the accrual at
the new classification rate of pay.

5.5

Also, under health enterprise agreements, including those for nurses and midwives, it is
unclear where the edges of the public sector are who are covered by this portability. For
example, a nurse wanting to transfer employment from a regional public hospital to the local
community health service (both employers being covered by the nurses’ public sector
enterprise agreement) was refused both recognition of service and her election to have the
liability for her entitlement rolled over to the new employer. While the Community Health
sector is a key part of the preventative public health system15, and primarily funded by state
government funding, some CHCs resist the notion that they are public sector health agencies
or ‘Institutions’ as defined under the enterprise agreement. Certainly, as the funding
arrangements and relationship with the DHHS changes, ARCBS and RDNS have at various
times argued that they are no longer ‘Institutions’ and therefore are not subject to the mutual
requirements of the LSL portability provisions.

14

According to AIHW data for 2013 39.3% of all nurses and midwives were aged 50 years or older and 53.4% of
all midwives (up from 36.3% and 53.4% in 2009).
15
See speech by then Health Minister the Hon Daniel Andrews in parliament on 28 October 2008 (p.4321)
where he said that community health centres are “Victoria’s main provider of state-funded primary
medical, dental, allied health and nursing services.”
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5.6

Third, we have a considerable minority of nurses who work more than one nursing job for a
variety of reasons. The most obvious is that they need the money and therefore take on a
second or subsequent job. However, in many cases it is that they want to keep their skills up in
the same specialty as their main job or in another specialty area. Where this involves separate
employers rather than the same employer, as you would expect the enterprise agreement
treats them as completely separate. This involves separate accrual of service, separate
applications for leave (and potentially separate refusals to allow leave), separate payments for
that leave etc. It would make more sense for employment with multiple employers to build
one pool of LSL (rather than two or three) and for that LSL pool to be used when it is
convenient to the nurse, with a common application process where the nurse is working for
more than one employer at the time they want to take the leave.

5.7

In our view these issues need to be addressed.

6.

A Portable LSL Scheme for the Victorian Health Industry

6.1

The ideal position for nurses and other health workers is a flexible, seamless health system in
which moving employment between employers can be achieved without losing entitlements
or having to ‘cash them out’ when it is not the nurse’s intention to either cease employment
as a nurse or to take LSL at that point. Nor should nurses be exposed to potential
discrimination in employment because of the unfunded liability. This is especially so in a world
in which contracts are won and lost and it is in the interests of everyone if it is easy for nurses
and other health professionals to move easily between employers.

6.2

Ideally such a portability scheme would involve all sectors where nurses work (except the
‘pepper and salt’ areas where nurses are in very small numbers and the standards of that
industry, rather than the health industry, apply).

6.3

It might also be extended to cover all health workers and ambulance services. Given that
nurses, health professionals and health support staff in most areas of the public and private
sector are subject to the same or substantially similar LSL clauses (especially in relation to
quantum of 26 weeks after 15 years, pro rata after 10 years) it would make sense to create a
portable scheme covering all professions and support staff.

6.4

There would need to be initial seed funding to ensure that any portability scheme was
sustainable in the first few years of operation, in addition to the actuarially determined levy
paid in relation to each EFT of wages (something like the current 2.8% paid by the Victorian
Government to most public health providers to cover LSL). Without the data it is difficult to
estimate accurately what the amount of seed funding needed would be. There are enormous
variables including the current and contingent liability, the rate or access to LSL, rates of
retirement and ordinary wage rates growth in different health occupations. However, our best
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guess is that it is likely to be around $90-$110 million16 if the scheme were for nurses alone
(across both the public and private sectors). If all employed health professionals and support
staff are covered across the public and private health sectors then this would require an initial
investment of around $150-$185m. This would come from both the public and private sector,
although clearly the private sector contribution would be around 35% of these amounts based
on their share of the health sector.
6.5

There is clearly an argument about the opportunity costs if this amount of capital is ‘lost’ to
the health sector as a one off payment for seed funding. However, from the public sector
perspective it is clear that there is already an expectation that public sector employers make
arrangements to invest the supplementary funding to pay for later payment of entitlements. It
would be a matter of weighing the benefits of having a universal portable scheme across the
health sector against this opportunity cost of the seed funding up front. In our assessment the
benefits of mobility of labour, elimination of potential discrimination and other benefits
outweigh any cost, which we believe will be largely ‘one-off’. In terms of the public health
sector (broadly) this may be entirely a redistribution of existing funds set aside by health
services into a pool, underwritten by the DHHS, this underwriting already being the case for
funded agencies. The impact on the ‘bottom line’ of individual health services would be off-set
by the loss of contingent and actual LSL accruals.

6.6

In relation to ongoing levy costs to fund the scheme it is noted that the actuarial experts
involved in the McKell institute study cited earlier in this submission estimated that a fund
“which provides 3 months LSL after 10 years of service would require a levy rate between
2.4% and 2.7% of workers’ wages.”17 The Victorian health industry standard is 4 months (or
17.333 weeks) after 10 years and 6 months (or 26 weeks) after 15 years. It could therefore be
expected that the levy rate might be around 25% higher than the McKell estimate at around
3% to 3.375% of wages. However, the current experience within the public sector is that the
2.8% is adequate to fund current claims on entitlements in each year (although this has not
been reviewed for five years and with a rapidly aging nursing workforce it may now need to be
further increased in the near future).

6.7

As indicated in the Summary section the design model preferred by the ANMF is the defined
benefit fund model as outlined as Option B in the McKell report (referred to above and as set
out in Attachment 1) and which is the foundation of the existing portable LSL schemes. This
option is preferable to either their Option A (Approved Deposit Fund model) or Option C
(Accumulation model). We believe that rather than each worker having a specific
accumulation account as occurs with industry superannuation, it is sufficient if each worker
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The estimate re nurses is based on a simple formula estimating that that if 50,000 current nurses in Victoria have
current service of more than 10 years with an accrual on average of 30 weeks (so 1,500,000 weeks accrued) and that
the average wage is $1400pw (based on a current full-time Clinical Nurse/Midwife Specialist rate, which is higher than
it will be for many nurses as the vast majority of nurses are part-time) then the total current liability will be around
$2.1b. If the access to LSL and/or retirement rate is a high 5% per annum, which is possible given an aging nursing
workforce, then the amount needed to cover at least the first year would be around $105m.

Mckell Institute, op. cit., p18 and pp. 108-111.
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has an ‘accrual account’ which identifies how many weeks/hours/minutes of accrued leave
s/he has at any point in time. The actuarially determined levy would be paid to the fund and
invested by the fund on a similar basis and with similar obligations as apply to Trustees of
superannuation funds under legislation. LSL benefits would then be paid out either when
taken or on resignation/termination from the industry from the total pool of invested assets.
6.8

The governance arrangement would be a statutory body or company (in the Co-Invest model)
with a representative Board (involving both public and private sector employers and unions,
including the ANMF). From our perspective it is important that both employers and unions
representing the workforce in the industry concerned are involved in the consultation and
decision making around such an important entitlement. It also makes communication to
workers and members in the industry easier if the industrial parties are aware of major
developments and decisions e.g. increase or decrease in levy rates, changes to scope of the
industry etc.

6.9

In addition there would be on-going administration costs associated with setting up a portable
scheme. The McKell Institute (p. 117) has estimated, based on existing portable schemes, that
the cost per ‘member’ to run a portable LSL scheme is around $40 per annum for more than
20,000 members and around $25 per year for very large schemes. Obviously a health industry
scheme in Victoria would be very large and based on these estimates the cost of
administration would appear to be around $2.5-$3m per year. There is the potential for this to
be off-set in whole or in part by the ‘transfer’ of existing administration costs into the new
entity.

6.10 The establishment of such a portable LSL fund under legislation at the state level would
require variation of enterprise agreements within Commonwealth jurisdiction to a) either
delete the current LSL provisions and rely completely on the enabling legislation, or, b) at least
to ensure compatibility between the two; i.e. that the provisions of the enterprise agreements
were not taken to ‘cover the field’ to the extent of any inconsistency with state law (to
overcome any potential hurdle around any s. 109 of the Constitution). The ANMF regards the
latter course as preferable, given that it is still crucial for agreements to enable individual or
collective grievances related to long service leave to be dealt with by conciliation and/or
arbitration. It is also important that potential enforcement proceedings against employers
who do not comply with the requirements of the LSL scheme can be pursued by unions on
behalf of their members or individual workers themselves. However, it is acknowledged that
under any enabling legislation the Board and/or the Fund Administrators would be able to
commence proceedings against non-compliant employers. This is a technical matter that
would need to be addressed (just as it has been with the proposed safe staffing, nurse-patient
ratio legislation in Victoria which was preceded by nurse-patient ratios in the Commonwealth
enterprise agreement).
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7.

Conclusion

7.1

There is clearly an opportunity for the Andrews State Government to be forward thinking and
act to address one of the key challenges facing the modern workforce – the erosion of
historical standards and access to key entitlements, like LSL, because of the increasing
precariousness and mobility of employment as well as the increasing pressures to upskill
regularly.

7.2

Rather than workers lose an important entitlement like LSL completely, it needs to be reimagined. It needs to move from being based service to one employer, to service in an
industry, with the accrual of leave and access to the entitlements being completely portable.

7.3

The development in the 70s and 80s of portable building and construction long service leave
funds in all states and territories and, subsequently, portable funds for contract cleaners and
security staff in some states/territories, shows that it can be done. These funds are highly
successful, work well administratively and have been financially sustainable.

7.4

The ANMF is very conscious that the first cabs off the rank for implementation of portable LSL
funds would be the most vulnerable workers and industries – industries where the constant
competitive tendering of work and funding models mean that the vast majority of employees
will never access LSL in their working lives (even where their workplace remains constant but
their legal employer does not). The McKell Institute report shows the marked decline in the
percentage of the workforce who qualify for LSL and this is more pronounced in particular
sectors.18 These sectors include, for example, contract cleaning, hospitality/catering, security
and community and social services. We are aware that the Brumby Labor Government
attempted to implement a portable LSL scheme for the community sector in 2010 but this
legislation did not pass the Legislative Council.

7.5

However, the Government also has an opportunity to provide a large-scale and best practice
model for portable LSL which straddles the public and private sectors in the health industry.
For the reasons outlined in this submission it would not be difficult to implement a portable
scheme across the Victorian health industry given that there is already a limited portability
scheme in the public sector and there are good reasons to expand this scheme. It is likely that
the cost would be relatively minimal (certainly relative to the health budget) given that:




18

The State already provides 2.8% on top of wages as supplementary funding for LSL
cash entitlements
The state already expects public sector employers to have invested some or all of
these monies to minimize the cost of LSL
The seed funding would be a one-off cost with approximately one third coming from
the private sector (mainly from large corporates like Healthscope, Ramsay Health,
Epworth Freemasons, St John of God, Cabrini etc.).

McKell Institute report, op.cit. pp. 29-34
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7.6

The ANMF (Vic Branch) urges this Committee to endorse the concept of portable LSL and to
recommend to the State Government that they implement several portable LSL funds through
legislation, including one for the health industry. This should be seen as the first stage of a
more comprehensive process, with the ultimate aim being to have a state-wide portable long
service leave fund.
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Attachment 1 – McKell Report, Scheme Design Options
From the McKell Report The Case for National Long Service Leave Scheme in Australia, pages 14-18
(Recommendations) and pages 74-105 (Designing portable long service leave schemes)
OPTION A – The Approved Deposit Fund (ADF) model
The ADF model is based on the system of Approved Deposit Funds (ADFs) established in the
superannuation industry during the 1980s (also known as Rollover Funds). Employers make their own
internal provisions for LSL until an employee leaves or is eligible for LSL. Employees who leave service
can roll over a lump sum PLSL benefit into any ADF they nominate. The accrued benefit payable at exit
from an employer would be calculated using a defined benefit formula, based on the employee’s
wages at the date of exit, in line with existing legislation, awards and/ or workplace agreements. The
lump sum benefit would not normally be payable in cash (unless the employee met a LSL condition of
release). The ADF invests the money on behalf of the employee, in an accumulation-style account, until
the employee is eligible to receive LSL.

OPTION B – The Industry-based Defined Benefit Fund Model
An alternative model involves the creation of a range of industry-based defined benefit funds. There
are already more than a dozen established industry based PLSL arrangements, however, each of these
provides only limited portability. Workers only accrue LSL benefits while working within the industry,
and may forfeit their entitlements if they cease working in the industry prior to completing the vesting
period of service. Workers who complete the vesting period, and then leave the industry are usually
entitled to claim a cash payout.
Employers in the industries covered by existing schemes are required to be registered with the relevant
fund. The employers periodically provide information about each employee and periodically pay levies
to the fund administrators. Each fund is invested in line with a strategy determined by the Board
and/or approved by the Minister or Trustee. When an employee becomes eligible for an LSL payment,
a benefit may be payable directly from the LSL fund; or may be payable by the employer, who then
claims reimbursement from the fund. The benefits payable are calculated in accordance with the
relevant legislation and/or award. This currently means that LSL benefits are defined benefits.
Each fund is periodically reviewed by an actuary, who assesses the adequacy of the fund’s assets,
relative to the fund’s liabilities, using reasonable assumptions about the future experience of the fund.
The actuary might recommend an increase or a decrease in the levy rate, in order to maintain an
acceptable level of solvency. The fund administrators play a role in ensuring that employers comply
with their obligations, for example, educating new employers, inspecting records of registered
employers and imposing financial penalties for late payments.

OPTION C – The Accumulation Model
Employers would be required to make regular contributions for all eligible employees into designated
LSL accounts administered by superannuation funds and/or authorised financial institutions. (The
minimum contribution would be determined by the National Employment Standards.)
Account funds would be invested on behalf of the account holder and investment earnings would be
credited. Administration fees would be deducted. The account-provider would be required to maintain
records sufficient to determine the worker’s eligibility for LSL cash payments in the future. The LSL
benefit would not become payable in cash until the worker met an “LSL condition of release”, similar
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to the preservation requirements applicable to superannuation benefits. The LSL account provider
would be required to meet registration, reporting, and corporate governance requirements, similar to
those imposed on the financial institutions that hold superannuation savings. APRA would set
standards for authorisation and monitor account providers. Banks, life insurers, and superannuation
funds would be eligible to offer LSL accounts, as long as they met the authorisation standards.
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Attachment 2 – 1980 Determination Clause (see separate attachment)
Attachment 3 – Current Enterprise Agreement clause
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Long Service Leave

21.1

Entitlement
(a)

An Employee shall be entitled to long service leave with pay, in respect of
continuous service with one and the same Employer or service with Institutions or
Statutory Bodies, in accordance with the provisions of this clause.

(b)

The amount of such entitlement shall be:
(i)

21.2

21.3

On the completion by the Employee of fifteen years continuous service: six
months long service leave and thereafter an additional two months long
service leave on the completion of each additional five years service.

(ii)

In addition, in the case of an Employee who has completed more than fifteen
years service and whose employment terminates otherwise than by the death
of the Employee, an amount of long service leave equal to one thirtieth of the
period of her/his service since the last accrual of entitlement to long service
leave under paragraph (b)(i).

(iii)

In the case of an Employee who has completed at least ten years service, but
less than fifteen years service and whose employment terminates for any
cause other than serious and wilful misconduct, such amount of long service
leave as equals one thirtieth of the period of service.

Double leave at half pay
(a)

An Employer may approve an application by an Employee to take double the period
of long service leave at half pay or half the period of long service leave at double
the pay.

(b)

Where an Employee has made an application under this provision the Employer
will provide an Employee with financial advice regarding the income tax
implications of taking long service leave as proposed.

Service entitling to leave
(a)

Subject to this clause the service of an Employee with an Institution, or Statutory
Body shall include service for which long service leave, or payment in lieu, has not
been received, in one or more Institutions or Statutory Bodies directly associated
with such Institutions or Institution for the periods required by clause 0.

(b)

Subject to this clause service shall also include all periods during which an
Employee was serving in Her Majesty’s Forces or was made available by the
Employer for National Duty.

(c)

When calculating the aggregate of service entitling to leave any period of
employment with any one of the said Institutions or Statutory Bodies of less than
six months duration shall be disregarded.
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(d)

Where a transmission of business occurs, an Employee who worked with the
transmittor and who continues in the service of the transmittee shall be entitled to
count her/his service with the transmittor as service with the transmittee for the
purposes of this clause.

(e)

For the purposes of this clause service shall be deemed to be continuous
notwithstanding:
(i)

the taking of any annual leave, long service leave, or other paid leave
approved in writing by the Employer and not covered by paragraph (e)(ii) or
(v) .

(ii)

any absence from work of not more than fourteen days in any year on
account of illness or injury or if applicable such longer period as provided in
clause Error! Reference source not found. - Personal leave.

(iii)

any interruption or ending of the employment by the Employer if such
interruption or ending is made with the intention of avoiding obligations in
respect of long service leave or annual leave;

(iv)

any absence on account of injury arising out of or in the course of the
employment of the Employee for a period during which payment is made
under clause Error! Reference source not found. - Accident pay

(v)

any unpaid leave of absence of the Employee, including unpaid Parental
Leave, where the absence is authorised in advance in writing by the Employer
to be counted as service;

(vi)

any interruption arising directly or indirectly from an industrial dispute;

(vii)

any period of absence from employment between the engagement with one
of the said Institutions or Statutory Bodies and another provided it is less than
the Employee’s allowable period of absence from employment. An
Employee’s allowable period of absence from employment shall be 13 weeks
inclusive of any period of paid annual and/or sick leave which the Employee
actually received on termination or for which was paid in lieu;

(viii) the dismissal of an Employee if the Employee is re-Employed within a period
not exceeding two months from the date of such dismissal;

(f)

(ix)

any absence from work of a female employee for a period not exceeding
twelve months in respect of any pregnancy;

(x)

any unpaid absence of not more than 24 months for the sole purpose of
undertaking a course of study related to nursing where the written approval
of the Employer is given;

(xi)

any other absence of an Employee by leave of the Employer, or on account of
injury arising out of or in the course of her/his employment not covered by
paragraph (e) (iv).

In calculating the period of continuous service of any Employee, any interruption or
absence of a kind mentioned in paragraphs (e)(i)) to (e)(v) shall be counted as part
of the period of her/his service, but any interruption or absence of a kind
mentioned in paragraphs (e)(vi) to (e)(x) shall not be counted as part of the period
of service unless it is so authorised in writing by the Employer.
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21.4

(g)

The onus of proving a sufficient aggregate of service to support a claim for any long
service leave entitlement shall at all times rest upon the Employee concerned. A
Certificate of Service in accordance with Appendix 5 shall constitute acceptable
proof.

(h)

Every Employer shall keep or cause to be kept a long service leave record for each
Employee, containing particulars of service, leave taken and payments made.

Payment in lieu of long service leave on the death of an Employee
Where an Employee who has completed at least ten years service dies while still in the
employ of the Employer, the Employer shall pay to such Employee’s personal
representative a sum equal to the pay of such Employee for 1/30th of the period of the
Employee’s continuous service in respect of which leave has not been allowed or payment
made immediately prior to the death of the Employee.

21.5

Payment for period of leave
(a)

(b)

Payment to an Employee in respect of long service leave shall be made in one of the
following ways:
(i)

in full in advance when the Employee commences her/his leave; or

(ii)

at the same time as payment would have been made if the Employee had
remained on duty; in which case payment shall, if the Employee in writing so
requires, be made by cheque posted to a specified address; or

(iii)

in any other way agreed between the Employer and the Employee.

Where the employment of an Employee for any reason terminates before she/he
takes any long service leave to which she/he is entitled or where any long service
leave accrues to an Employee pursuant to clause 1.1(b)(i), the Employee shall
subject to the provisions of paragraph (b)(i) below be entitled to pay in respect of
such leave as at the date of termination of employment.
(i)

Where any long service leave accrues to an Employee pursuant to clause
1.1(b)(iii) the Employee shall be entitled to pay in respect of such leave as at
the date of termination of employment other than in the circumstances of
(b)(ii)) below.

(ii)

Provided in the case of an Employee who accrues entitlement pursuant to
clause 1.1(b)(iii) and who intends to be re-employed by another Institution or
Statutory Body:
(A)

Such an Employee may in writing request payment in respect of such
leave to be deferred until after the expiry of the Employee’s allowable
period of absence from employment provided in clause 1.1(e)(vii).

(B)

Except where the Employee gives the Employer notice in writing that
the Employee has been employed by another Institution or Statutory
Body the Employer shall make payment in respect of such leave at the
expiry of the Employee’s allowable period of absence from
employment.

(C)

Where the Employee gives the Employer notice in writing that the
Employee has been employed by another Institution or Statutory Body
the Employer is no longer required to make payment to the Employee in
respect of such leave.
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(c)

21.6

Where an increase occurs in the ordinary time rate of pay during any period of long
service leave taken by the Employee, the Employee shall be entitled to receive
payment of the amount of any increase in pay at the completion of such leave.

Taking of leave
(a)

When an Employee becomes entitled to long service leave such leave shall be
granted by the Employer within six months from the date of the entitlement, but
the taking of such leave may be postponed to such date as is mutually agreed, or in
default of agreement as is determined by a member of the Tribunal, provided that
no such determination shall require such leave to commence before the expiry of
six months from the date of such determination.

(b)

Any long service leave shall be inclusive of any public holiday; or accrued day off
occurring during the period when the leave is taken.

(c)

If the Employer and an Employee so agree:
(i)

the first six months long service leave to which an Employee becomes entitled
under this part, and any corresponding leave taken at half pay under clause 0,
may be taken in two or three separate periods; and

(ii)

any subsequent period of long service leave to which the Employee becomes
entitled may be taken in two separate periods;

but save as aforesaid, long service leave shall be taken in one period.

21.7

(d)

An Employer may by agreement with an Employee grant long service leave to the
Employee before the entitlement to that leave has accrued, provided that such
leave shall not be granted before the Employee has completed ten years service.

(e)

Where the employment of an Employee who has taken long service leave in
advance is subsequently terminated for serious and wilful misconduct before
entitlement to long service leave has accrued, the Employer may, from whatever
remuneration is payable to the Employee upon termination deduct and withhold an
amount equivalent to the amount paid to the Employee in respect of the leave in
advance.

Definitions
(a)

For the purpose of this clause the following definitions apply:
(i)

Pay means remuneration for an Employee’s normal weekly hours of work
calculated at the Employee’s ordinary time rate of pay provided in Schedule B,
at the time the leave is taken or (if she/he dies before the completion of leave
so taken) as at the time of her/his death, and shall include the amount of any
increase to the Employee’s ordinary time rate of pay which occurred during
the period of leave.

(ii)

Month shall mean a calendar month.

(iii)

Institution shall mean any hospital or benevolent home, community health
centre, Society or Association registered and subsidised pursuant to the
Hospital and Charities Act 1958, or the Health Services Act 1988 or the Cancer
Institute constituted under the Cancer Act 1958, or the Fairfield Hospital
Board or the Victorian Bush Nursing Association (Inc.), or a Bush Nursing
institution.
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(iv)

Statutory Body means the Hospital and Charities Commission of Victoria, a
public entity within the meaning of the Public Administration Act 2004 (Vic)
the Health Commission of Victoria, Health Department Victoria, the
Department of Human Services and the Nurses Board of Victoria.

(b)

transmission of business includes transfer, conveyance, assignment or succession
whether by agreement or by operation of law and transmitted has a corresponding
meaning.

(c)

transmittee, in a transmission of business, means the entity to which the business
is transmitted.

(d)

transmittor, in a transmission of business, is the entity from which the business is
transmitted.
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Hospital Circular 05/13
Date Issued: 22 April 2013
Distribution: Public Hospitals, Denominational Hospitals, Ambulance Services, Health
Purchasing Victoria, Infertility Treatment Authority, Victorian Institute of Forensic Mental
Health and Dental Health Services Victoria
Subject: Long Service Leave
Purpose: To update the accounting treatment for Long Service Leave (LSL) and associated
funding and to define salaries and wages

This circular applies to Public Hospitals, Denominational Hospitals, Ambulance Services,
Health Purchasing Victoria, Infertility Treatment Authority, Victorian Institute of Forensic
Mental Health and Dental Health Services Victoria.
This circular replaces Circular 14/2009 with effect from 31 May 2013. The main
amendments relate to:




A reconciliation table of ‘Salaries and Wages Paid’ in the LSL Return to salaries and
wages reported in the F1 for the same period.
Splitting the LSL Liability in the LSL Return into current and non current
Clarifying the accountability of net decrease in debtor balance which results in a
liability to Department of Health (DH)

This circular consists of two parts:
(A) Submission Date: The calculation of LSL debtor as at 31 May.
(B) Accounting for LSL: Provides accounting treatment for the funding of Long Service
Leave.
(A) Submission Date
The LSL provision should be calculated at 31 May and the LSL return submitted to DH by
the 7th working day of June.
Failure to adhere to the submission date may result in DH not accruing a creditor for your
agency.
Submission Process
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1. Obtain the wage inflator and discount rate as at 31 May from the DTF web site:
http://www.dtf.vic.gov.au/CA25713E0002EF43/pages/bfm-financial-reporting-policylong-service-leave-models-and-wage-inflation-and-discount-rates
2. Obtain LSL entitlements (from payroll provider) as at 31 May.
3. Calculate LSL provision.
4. The department’s Commercial Branch will confirm the amount of Grants and Transfer
Payments Receivable from Victorian Government Entities arising from the additional
LSL funding.
5. Submit LSL return to DH by 7th working day in June.
(B) Accounting for LSL
Hospitals and agencies for which this circular applies are required to record as revenue and
DH as a debtor, an amount equivalent to the net increase in the LSL provision. Where a net
decrease occurs, the reverse is applicable and is treated as a reduction against the
cumulative debtor balance. However, with effect from 1.6.2012 the reduction in DH debtor is
required to be shown in full. With this change prior year reduction(s) that resulted in a credit
balance (a liability to DH) have to be shown as such in the opening DH Debtor balance.
Hence the DH Debtor balance (irrespective in debit or credit) at 1 June and 31 May must be
shown as calculated or reported.
At the introduction of casemix DH included a loading of 1.8% of salaries for LSL cash
settlement purposes and this loading has continued to be applied in funding for subsequent
award increases. This loading has since been increased to 2.8%.
Salaries and Wages Defined
For the purpose of calculating the 2.8% of salary component included in the agency’s
casemix and output measures, salaries and wages are defined as the remuneration for an
employee’s normal hours of work for the period calculated at the employee’s ordinary time
rate of pay as used in the AASB 119 calculation. Remuneration includes:




All on-going performance payments an employee receives in the normal course of
their duty,
Workcover, and
Any recreation, sick, accrued days off and special leave.

Salaries and wages exclude any payments of:












Long service leave (including accrual),
Overtime (Recall and Rostered),
Penalties ,
Allowances (if not payable during period of absence),
Travelling allowance,
Departure expenditure
On-costs such as Workcover premium, superannuation,
Fee for Service
Agency expenses
External contract staff
A temporary nature of a reimbursement of expenditure incurred.

Salaries and Wages include both HSA and Non-HSA salaries and wages. The appropriate
account codes to be included in the calculation and reconciliation are listed on page 6.
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Calculation and Accounting for LSL Debtor Balance
The LSL debtor to be raised is the difference between the AASB 119 calculated increase in
the LSL liability for the year and the 2.8% of salaries and wages.
When the difference between the AASB 119 increase and the 2.8% of salaries and wages
results in a net decrease in the LSL debtor, this decrease can only run down the cumulative
debtor balance to zero and nothing below zero is to be recognised, that is, no DH creditor
balance required. A net increase in a subsequent period will result in a LSL debtor being
raised.
Example A.1 Increase in debtor
Hospital XYZ began the 200X financial year with an opening LSL leave liability of $10
million and ended the year with LSL liability of $13 million.
YEAR 200X
Opening liability balance

$10M

LessCash paid in LSL for the year

$ 3M

Remaining liability before current year liability reinstatement

$ 7M

AASB 119 calculated liability increase

(i)

Closing liability balance

$ 6M

$13M

Total Salaries and Wages Expense

(ii)

$143M

2.8% of Salaries and Wages expense (2.8% of (ii))

(iii)

$ 4M

DH Debtor to be raised

(i) (iii)

$ 2M
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The accounting entries would be presented as follows:
LSL Payable - Current/Non-current

$ 3M

CR

Cash on Hand and Other Bank Accounts

$ 3M

DR

LSL Expense

$ 6M

CR

LSL Payable - Current/Non-current

$ 6M

DR

Grants and Transfer Payments Receivable from Victorian
Government Entities

$ 2M

CR

Grants from GG Sector Departments Within Portfolio

$ 2M

DR

Note: The debtor established by the non-cash revenue recognition is run down in future
years when the LSL provision for the year is less than the 2.8% funding.
Example A.2 Decrease in debtor
In 200Y, Hospital XYZ had an opening LSL leave liability of $13 million and ended the
year with LSL liability of $8 million.
Year 200Y
Opening liability balance

$13M

LessCash paid in LSL for the year

$ 8M

Remaining liability before current year liability
reinstatement

$ 5M
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AASB 119 calculated liability increase

(i)

Closing liability balance

$ 3M

$8M

Total Salaries and Wages Expense

(ii)

$143M

2.8% of Salaries and Wages expense (2.8% of (ii))

(iii)

$ 4M

DH Debtor to be raised

(i) (iii)

($ 1M)

The accounting entries would be presented as follows:
DR

LSL Payable - Current/Non-current

$
8M

CR

Cash on Hand and Other Bank Accounts

$
8M

DR

LSL expense

$
3M

CR

LSL Payable - Current/Non-current

$
3M

DR

Grants from GG Sector Departments Within Portfolio

$
1M
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CR

Grants and Transfer Payments Receivable from Victorian
Government Entities

$
1M

The following are recommended accounting entries along with the relevant Hospital
Common Chart of Accounts (HCCOA) and Annual Financial Report (AFR) account codes,
for entities to which this circular applies.
On recognition of non-cash services delivered:
Increase in debtor - arises when the increase in LSL provision for the year is more than the
2.8% of salaries included in casemix / output funding.
HCCOA

AFR
Account

AFR Account Description

DR

75600-75699

A23360

Grants and Transfer Payments Receivable
from Victorian Government Entities

CR

56806-56899

A74500

Grants from GG Sector Departments Within
Portfolio

OR
Decrease in debtor - arises when the increase in LSL provision for the year is less than the
2.8% of salaries included in casemix / output funding.
HCCOA

AFR
Account

AFR Account Description

DR

56806-56899

A74500

Grants from GG Sector Departments Within
Portfolio

CR

75600-75699

A23360

Grants and Transfer Payments Receivable
from Victorian Government Entities

Portability of Long Service Leave Relating to Transfer of Employee between Agencies
to Which this Circular Applies
Where employees transfer between applicable agencies their entitlements will transfer with
them. However the agency from which the employee is transferring is not required to pay
the new agency the entitlement that would have been otherwise paid to the employee.
Any increase or decrease in LSL provisions due to transfer of staff will be reflected in the net
movement of LSL provisions of each agency and therefore will give rise to a corresponding
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increase or decrease in DH debtor balance which will enable a claim for cash settlement if
and when required.
DH Information Requirements
DH requires details of the liability calculation to establish reciprocal expense and creditor
entries in the DH financial statements. Details in the attached prescribed format are required
by COB 7th working day of June. Late and/or incomplete and/or incorrect returns will NOT
be accepted.
Data provided to DH must be provided in the following pro-forma format (using the excel
template below) with all information to enable processing of the DH debtor balance:
Pro-forma for LSL Return
LSL Liability
Opening Balance
Less Cash paid in LSL for the year
Calculated Increase/(Decrease) in Provision:1
Normal Entitlements
Bond Rate
Increase due to Award rates

(i)

Closing Balance2

-

Split of LSL Liability
Current
Non-Current

Salaries & Wages Paid (Details Attached)

(ii)

2.8% loading3

(iii)

-
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DH Debtor
Opening Balance at 1 June 200X (as confirmed by DH last year)

-

Debtor to be raised

-

(i) - (iii)

Other4
Closing Balance at 30 May 200Y

-

Split of DH Debtor Balance
Current
Non-Current

1 This is the aggregate of normal increase in entitlements, increase due to increase in award
rates and changes due to bond/wage inflation adjustment.
2 Total LSL Provision at year end
3 Details of the total salaries are required to calculate the 2.8% loading in the casemix /
output funding. The total salaries expense figure excludes FBT, LSL, superannuation,
WorkCover premium, termination and departure package payments (see Salaries and
Wages Defined).
4 Include any monies received for transferred employees’ LSL entitlements.
Details of Salaries and Wages Paid
Account Type

Account
Code

Basic Pay - Nursing - System Generated

10010

Basic Pay -Administration and Clerical - System Generated

10020

Basic Pay - Medical Support - System Generated

10030

Basic Pay - Hotel and Allied Services - System Generated

10040

Amount
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Basic Pay - Medical Officers - System Generated

10050

Basic Pay - Hospital Medical Officers - System Generated

10060

Basic Pay - Sessional Clinicians - System Generated

10070

Basic Pay - Ancillary Support (Allied Health) - System
Generated

10080

Sick Pay - Nursing - System Generated

10110

Sick Pay - Administration and Medical - System Generated

10120

Sick Pay - Medical Support - System Generated

10130

Sick Pay - Hotel and Allied Services - System Generated

10140

Sick Pay - Medical Officers - System Generated

10150

Sick Pay - Hospital Medical Officers - System Generated

10160

Sick Pay - Sessional Clinicians - System Generated

10170

Sick Pay - Ancillary Support (Allied Health) - System
Generated

10180

Workcover - Nursing - System Generated

10710

Workcover - Administration and Medical - System
Generated

10720

Workcover - Medical Support - System Generated

10730

Workcover - Hotel and Allied Services - System Generated

10740

Workcover - Medical Officers - System Generated

10750

Workcover - Hospital Medical Officers - System Generated

10760
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Workcover - Sessional Clinicians - System Generated

10770

Workcover - Ancillary Support (Allied Health) - System
Generated

10780

Accrual - Late Timesheets

10901

Salaries and Wages - Accruals Other

10921 - 10949

Salary and Wages Recoveries - Internal/Recharges

11001

Annual Leave

14001 - 14202

Accrued Days Off Expense

14101 - 14120

Total (as reported in LSL Return)

$

The proposed data source for the movement calculation is the agency's payroll system data,
to be made available to DH on request.
The DH contact for agencies to supply information by COB 7th working day of June is:
Manager, Financial Accounting
Level 6, 50 Lonsdale Street, Melbourne 3000
Phone: (03) 9096 8316 Fax: (03) 9096 9258
Email: reporting@dhs.vic.gov.au
Further information
Any queries related to this circular should be directed to the Accounting and Financial Policy
Unit, attention Mr Victor Liew phone 9096 7450 email victor.liew@dhhs.vic.gov.au

Lance Wallace
Executive Director
Finance & Corporate Services

